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Two specially chosen adventurers (or should that be idiots?) 
travelled to Reykjavik last December to experience the Next 
Big Thing in adventure travel. Things didn’t quite go to plan

W o r d s ⁄ F e l i x  L o w e  �  P h o t o g r a p h y ⁄ G r e g  F u n n e l l

“WHAT KIND OF MASOCHIST 

SIGNS UP FOR A  
TWO-WHEELED MID-WINTER 

JOLLY IN ICELAND?”

“GOOD QUESTION”
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mountain bike, except with comically 
oversized tyres: 100mm-wide rings 
of rubber designed to tackle soft, 
unstable terrain such as snow, sand, 
mud and loose dirt – which pretty 
much covers everything Iceland can 
throw at you .

“Fatbiking is ideal for the winter. 
You can ride on the snow and terrain 
you wouldn’t usually go on – like 
glaciers,” Icebike founder and guide 
Magne Kvam says. He claims the 
addition of a fatbike fleet has extended 
his company’s season threefold. 
“[When] it’s freezing you can still 
ride everywhere,” he says. “You can 
go nuts in the lava fields and treat 
the countryside like a playground. In 
the summer we really have to stick to 
the trails but in the winter we can go 
anywhere – total freedom.”

he sleet is so thick I can’t 
see the Reykjadalur 
valley’s famous bubbling 
mud pools below, but  
I can certainly smell their 
distinctly eggy odour. 
Every now and then we 
ride through swirling 

clouds of steam, from numerous 
geothermal vents, that shroud us in the 
aroma of warm omelette.

Following the looping gravel track, 
we speed over a series of bridges 
straddling the fizzing fissures. As 
sleet turns to rain, gravel becomes 
mud and the remnants of the day’s 
light disappears. Plunging through 
the darkness, we dodge stones and 
potholes by the light of powerful 
handlebar-mounted torches. The 
weather smashes down around us and  

I start to understand why the Vikings 
invented Thor’s hammer.

What kind of masochist signs up 
for a two-wheeled mid-winter jolly 
in Iceland anyway? Good question. 
The weather’s unpredictable and 
you can count the hours of daylight 
on the frozen fingers of one hand. 
Unfortunately for me, those kinds 
of common-sense arguments don’t 
dissuade. Now when up against the 
delights of Iceland’s otherworldly 
landscape, with its wild seas to surf, 
glaciers to ice-climb, and volcanoes  
to cycle down. 

It’s the idea of the last of these 
that has inspired me to leave my 
nice warm sofa and out here to join 
Reykjavík-based Icebike Adventures 
for a tailored three-day fatbiking tour 
of the island. A fatbike is much like a 

Opening spread⁄ 
Davíð Þór Sigurðsson  
fatbiking across the  
Reykjanes peninsula 
This spread, clockwise 
from below left⁄  
Fatbikes can be used on 
snow and ice; Lowe has a 
dip in a hot spring during 
the ride down Reykjadalur; 
Icebike’s Landrover takes a 
beating in the rain; out in the 
countryside 

Kvam and fellow guide Davíð 
Þór Sigurðsson claim to know pretty 
much all the usable routes in Iceland 
between them, and they seem as 
keen to get out there as we are – that 
is, very. Moments after landing at 
Keflavík airport in the dark at 11am, 
we zip off in their van for a little tour 
of the scree fields of the Reykjanes 
peninsula – where it’s claimed NASA 
sent astronauts in the 1960s to train 
for moonwalks. 

We start with some easy fatbike 
familiarisation under the imposing » 

”The weather’s unpredictable”
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day’s biking – the use of a helicopter 
opens up unchartered terrain far more 
quickly and effectively than any  
off-road vehicle.

Heli-bikers in Iceland can travel 
deep into the fabled highlands to 
tackle barren volcanic terrain, past 
geysers, glaciers and geothermal 
valleys, and through richly hued 
mountain ranges. That was 
our own initial plan: to ride the 
colourful rhyolite mountains of 
Landmannalaugar on the edge of 
the Laugahraun lava field; tackle 
the glacier beside Eyjafjallajökull, 
the volcano whose eruption in 
2010 our pilot Gísli Gíslason claims 
was “probably the best marketing 
campaign that ever happened to 
Iceland”; and gaze down from above 
at the stunning Háifoss, Skógafoss and 
Glymur waterfalls.

Sadly, the onset of heavy winds 
puts a stop to our biking adventures, 
though we’re still able to sample the 
majesty of Iceland from above. As 
Gíslason steers towards the eerie  » 

This page, from top⁄ 
Kvan, Sigurðsson and Lowe (L-R), 
biking on the black sand around 
Kleifarvatn; Lowe in the helicopter 
Opposite page⁄ 
Mountains east of Reykjavik

cliffs of Krýsuvíkurberg, followed by 
more invigorating pedalling on  
the black sandy shore of Kleifarvatn 
lake. Then we head to a hanger in 
Reykjavík to get a taste of what makes 
Kvam’s offering unique. 

While there are other fatbike 
operators in Iceland, Icebike 
Adventures is the only company 
offering heli-biking to their clients. 
Although this option is far from 
cheap – a day trip will set you back 
120,000 ISK (NOK9,000), as opposed 
to 32,000 ISK (NOK2,400) for a normal 

“It’s such a crazy idea 
to be able to jump into 
the helicopter and 15 
minutes later be riding 
down a snow-covered 
volcano”
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Up and away

Icebikes collaborate with 
Norðurflug, the largest 

helicopter service in 
Iceland; a company that 
supplies helicopters for 
all kinds of tourist trips. 

“My favourite tour is 
the essential highland 

tour,” says Gísli Gíslason 
(above), a former 

fisherman and full-time 
pilot since 2010. “We 
go into the centre of 
the island and visit 

Landmannalaugar, the 
Eyjafjallajökull volcano 

and the Háifoss waterfall. 
Luckily there isn’t much 

regulation in Iceland 
so we can usually land 
where we want to. So 
if you see something 
interesting, you can 

just make a landing and 
explore.” 

A keen blogger with a 
large online following for 

@mylifeasahelicopterpilot, 
Gíslason says the best 
part of his job is being 
surrounded by happy 

clients. “With this 
landscape it’s easy to 

impress people.  
Every day I see  

something new.” 

Rated one of Iceland’s 
top activities on 
TripAdvisor, the 
Reykjavík-based 
Norðurflug has 

helicopters for up to 
three, five and eight 

passengers. Tours start at 
27,900 ISK (NOK2,000) 

per person.  
 helicopter.is

volcano.” This year, a new rack system 
is due to be approved, which will allow 
bikes to be attached to the helicopters 
rather than carried in a sling. “This 
will mean lower prices, longer runs 
and more opportunities,” says Kvam.

But for now, in the “washing 
machine weather” that arrives on day 
two, our opportunities are as limited as 
the penile peculiarities of Reykjavík’s 
phallological museum are exhaustive. 
Torrential rain and gales curtail our 
plans to ride along the cliffs, canyons 
and ice gullies of the Thórsmörk 
mountains, before bunking down in a 
volcano hut for the night. Instead, we 
explore the nearby Nesjavellir hills, 
before a sunset ride by the lake. »

fumaroles and bubbling mud craters 
beneath the summit of the Hengill 
volcano, I reflect that it’s scenery 
like this that has attracted countless 
location scouts (Game of Thrones, 
Interstellar, Justin Bieber videos) and 
vast numbers of travellers. According 
to the tourist board, visitor numbers 
have more than doubled since 2010. 
Last year there were more American 
tourists on the island than Icelanders.

Despite our bad luck with the 
weather, Magne Kvam thinks heli-
fatbiking is set to be the next big 
attraction on the island, “Because it’s 
such a crazy idea to be able to jump 
into the helicopter and 15 minutes 
later be riding down a snow-covered 

Opening spread⁄ 
Lars Eriksson with one of his reindeer  
Previous spread from left⁄ Canoeing 
on the Råne river; preparing a Sami delicacy  
This page from left⁄ Traditional Sami 
knives with carved reindeer-bone handles; 
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While  
you’re in… 
Reykjavik

SLEEP 
Kex Hostel

This hipster hostel with 
dorms and private rooms 
is a short stroll from the 
city centre. The bistro 
bar serves craft beer 

and hosts jazz concerts. 
From 3,800ISK (NOK265) 

for a dorm bed.  
 kexhostel.is

EAT
Íslenski Barinn

If the Kex’s excellent 
bistro (a destination in 
its own right) doesn’t 
appeal then try this 
place, which does a 
good line in hearty 
Icelandic classics – 

from grilled halibut to 
reindeer burgers.  

 islenskibarinn.is

SHOP
Cintamani

In the capital’s primary 
commercial hub around 

the main shopping  
street of Laugavegur, 
you’ll find the flagship 
Cintamani store, for  
the best in Icelandic 

outdoor clobber.  
 cintamani.is

On the third day, we throw 
caution to the wind and attempt 
the sulphurous descent through 
Reykjadalur, or Steam Valley, in the 
thundering rain and sleet. Soon we’re 
chalking up what Kvam refers to as 
“smiles per hour” in surreal tunnel 
vision. It feels both dangerous and 
exhilarating at the same time. I reach 
the bottom buzzing.

I’m bundled into the van with a 
beer as my guides load up the trailer, 
then it’s back to basics with a night 
in supreme isolation in a nearby 
mountain cabin. At this point in most 
travel stories, the Northern Lights 

would put in an 11th hour appearance – 
making all of the damp and discomfort 
worth it. You’ll find no such cliché 
here. However, the rampant gales that 
pulverise our stove-heated wooden 
shack do eventually subside, allowing 
us to roast a succulent leg of lamb over 
a firepit, and the clouds clear to expose 
a star-studded sky. The aurora borealis 
may be no more evident than the trolls 
of Icelandic folklore, but a bright full 
moon illuminates the jagged lava fields 
of the plateau below and the contours 
of the surrounding peaks.

Even if we didn’t get much time in 
the saddle or even in the helicopter, 
this uncannily clear midnight view 
after days of low visibility and gloom 
is enough to make the whole thing 
worthwhile. It whets the appetite for a 
return trip to Iceland to fatbike in the 
spring. “It’s not normally like this,” 
Kvam promises in the pitch black of 
the next morning at the airport. “Come 
back and we’ll prove it.” Challenge 
accepted.  icebikeadventures.com

  
Norwegian flies to Reykjavik from 
Barcelona, Bergen, London/Gatwick, 
Madrid and Oslo. Book flights, a hotel 
and a rental car at norwegian.com


